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JH cross country race to the finish at their
first meet of the season!
by Sara Guinn & Warrior Weekly Staff

Claire Dyment, Riley Boney, Kaitlyn Wade, Isabelle Kerr,
Gwen Street, Reagan Gray, and Claire Lee.

(left to right, back row) Carver Hancock, Ronald Ferguson,
Dylan McIntyre, Kaysen Koutchak, Maximos Lonewolf, Steven
Butte, Kemuel Latham, Jackson Iverson, and Ethan Wheeler.
The front row shows Dalen Hoffman, Jayden Fredericks, Aidan
Crow, Cole Iverson, and Silas Lefferts.

The Junior High cross country team put their
weeks of tough practices into action last Friday, August
19 by competing at their first meet, the Mamterilleq
Mile. The race took place at Ayuprun Elitnaurvik School,
on a trail which led behind YKHC and above the
seawall.
Roughly one-hundred runners competed from the
following schools: 7th and 8th graders from BRHS, 4th
through 6th graders from Gladys Jung Elementary and
Ayuprun. The running groups were: 4/5th grade girls,
4/5th grade boys, 6, 7, 8th grade girls, and 6, 7, 8th
grade boys. All of the students ran their hardest, and
there were some standouts as well. See the results for
our Warriors to the right.:

JH Cross Country Head
Coach Sara Guinn and
Assistant Coach Carolyn
Iverson at the Manterilleq
Mile last Friday. Photos
courtesy of Sara Guinn.

7th, 8th Boys Results
Jackson Iverson
5:36
Cole Iverson
6:03
Silas Lefferts
6:16
Dylan McIntyre
6:17
Aidan Crow
6:18
Kassacuar KinegakMerculief
6:19
Kaysen Koutchak
6:27
Ethan Wheeler
6:37
Steven Butte
6:52
Maximos Lonewolf 7:01
Carver Hancock
7:11
Uqsungaq Moses
7:45
Jayden Fredericks
7:54
Kemuel Latham
7:55
Ronald Ferguson
8:34
Kunuin Charlie
8:39
Dalen Hoffman
9:03
Anguksuar Charles 9:10

7th, 8th Girls Results
Claire Dyment
6:28
Alqaq Evon
7:04
Isabelle Kerr
7:08
Kaitlyn Wade
7:59
Ashlyn Lonewolf
8:16
Claire Lee
8:30
Gwen Street
8:53
Riley Boney
8:54
Ikusek Nicolai
8:55
Ayaksaq Thomas
8:59

And then there were three…

The BRHS schedule has changed

by Isiah Stuart

by Jeremy Thatcher

The 5-minute passing period was something that
quite the majority of students enjoyed, for it gave them
more time to use the bathroom, fill up their water bottles
and still get to class on time…But now, 2 minutes
evaporated into the blue, and we are left with 3 minutes.
There were no clues, and not a single person I can
think of has asked why this is… Well luckily for you, I
have interviewed a few people to answer our top
questions and give you the information you deserve. Mrs.
Miner said, “We are following the district schedule, and
if we stuck with the 5-minute passing period we would
be in school for much longer.” she also said, “I think
students of BRHS want more time.” Ms. Mutch said,
“Passing periods seem to last an instant now; I miss the
longer time in the hallway greeting the students. But,
hopefully they will get used to it and use their time
wisely in order to get to their classes on time.”
John Brink said, “I miss the 5-minute passing
period, I don’t have much time to fill my water bottle or
use the bathroom.” Jeremy Thatcher said, “It affects me
by not being able to get water, and use the bathroom due
to lack of time… I don’t really use the bathroom or get
water during class… causing me to do those things after
school ends.”
“They should avoid it next year, because there’s
not enough time to use the bathroom or get some water.”
said Zack Wassilie.
So what do you think about the 3-minute passing
period, is it too short? Was it meant to be a good thing?
There you have it folks, the 5-minute passing period
would have kept us in school for longer, and some
students do not appreciate the shorter time.
Maybe some students feel like they have less time
than others, but fact check: we all have the same time,
3-minutes is 3-minutes. It is highly unlikely that we will
change the schedule any time soon, so there lies another
question…what can we do to adapt, and what are some
solutions? Well we can develop a way to get some water,
use the bathroom, and still arrive to class on time; the
restrooms are close to the water fountains. We can think
of other solutions besides mine!

Students of Bethel Regional High School have a
new schedule for school. Some students have wanted
school to end earlier. Also this will help you find out the
reason why the schedule changed.
The schedule has changed by starting at 8:50 am
and ending at 4:00 pm; it used to start at 9:05 am and
ended at 4:15 pm. High school students usually go
through 4 different classes during school. These block
classes are 1 hour and 37 minutes long. Junior High
students have skinnies which are 47 minutes long.
Another change to the schedule are 3-minute
passing periods. During Covid last year, we had
5-minute passing periods. But now, we’re returning back
to the regular 3-minutes .”I do like the shorter passing
periods because there are fewer problems in the
bathrooms between classes,” Mr.Lavalle contemplated.
If they kept the 5 minute passing period on
Fridays we would be in school 1 hour and 25 minutes
longer than the district schedule, therefore the schedule
changed back to 3-minute passing periods and we get
out at 2 pm on Fridays once again.

Homeroom is back
at BRHS
by James Bright

Bringing the D grade back
by F. Chaliak
On August of 11, 2022, the LKSD Board and the
school district brought the D grade back, and with that
they also got rid of credit recovery, which will make it
complicated for some students. There are many bright

BRHS is bringing back Homeroom every Friday!

sides of having this D grade back, it will give the

Mrs Miner stated that this decision was made to help

students an opportunity to still earn some credit, giving

students connect with peers in the same grade and to

students motivation, and also a chance.

help kids get home earlier.
BRHS hasn’t had Home Room since the
2019-2020 school year, during distance learning. Many
students were not able to attend Home Room on Zoom.

We haven’t had this D grade in many years, we
just hope this doesn’t make students get a lower grade
than they usually do, we want them to be motivated and

Home Room was not available when students finally got

inspired to get higher grades. Mrs. Miner said, “I think if

to learn in person last year. By this time someone that is

it motivates the kids, that will be good. When we had the

not familiar with Home Room may have asked

credit recovery, it was a good thing and I miss it.” Ms.

themselves what it is.

O’Boyle said, “I’m glad the D grade is back, more kids

Home Room is basically a chance for students to
catch up on work and look at their current progress.
Sometimes when they are caught up and are satisfied
with their progress in school, they can socialize with

can get credit and a lot of the lower 48 schools have it.”
For traveling, the first two weeks of each
semester, eligibility will be based on the student’s

their peers or independently read a book to pass the time.

citizenship grade. Starting on the 3rd week of the

Zack Wassilie said that he likes home room because he

semester, a student must: Have an overall 60% average

gets to socialize with old friends and new teachers. But

in all classes, at least passing 5 classes. So if you are in a

the downside is it's boring when you are caught up with
work and have nothing to do.

sport or other activity or planning on joining we want
you to have a good citizenship in and around the school
and try your best in school.

BRHS student Cleo Nicolai studies intently.
Photo by F. Chaliak.

BRHS JH students begin the school year on a
successful note

How an Entrepreneur Class can expand the
way people think when choosing a career

by Warrior Weekly Staff

By Jahira Towner

Mr. Villa
instructs
students about
business
principles.
Photo provided
by Rogelio
Villa.

7th and 8th grade students compete in the balloon toss. Photos by
Warrior Weekly Staff.

The BRHS Junior High students jump started the
school year in a positive and productive way August 10
by participating in fun activities and learning some
school routines, without the distraction of the
upperclassmen.
BRHS administration and teachers welcomed the
JH group back to school in the gym, after which they
collected their schedules and got to know one another.
Math teacher Mrs. Hamilton said, “One highlight was the
staff scavenger hunt. It was a great way for the teachers
and students to meet and converse with each other.” The
students then walked around the building to locate their
classes. Next, they attended “mini-classes” during which
they learned about various school rules and procedures
from their instructors. To end the day, the junior high
Warriors played games in the gym: tug of war and a
balloon toss. Welcome back junior high students–have a
great year!

Mr. Manlangit’s homeroom class shows their teamwork and strength
during the tug of war competition Aug. 10. They won every round!

In Bethel Regional High School the district has
added new classes. This class will be offered second
quarter. Right now, students are taking Introduction to
Business. According to Mr.Villa,“This Entrepreneur
class was added to provide multiple career pathways.”
Having your own business seems to be a recurring
career path we see.
The reason for this class is to show students
there’s alot to running and owning a business. Mr.Villa
also stated, “There are multiple challenges such as
taxes, failed launching attempts and more.” To proceed,
students here identify wants and needs and create life
goal plans and more activities. Mr. Villa, stated that
“This is important because most businesses fail due to
buying wants over needs. When needs are out of the
way it gives more lead way to accomplishing more set
goals and you as a entrepreneur receive less stress.”
Here are a few businesses ideas from students:
Anna Howard stated that “selling art” would be a good
business choice. Margaret Andy stated, “ becoming a
traveling makeup artist’’ would be good. Lastly, Scott
kawagley stated, “Creating your own athletic team”
could be a good business idea. I think a clothing
business would be a good idea.

PLS, the class that prepares you for the
future
by Sean Fermoyle
Personal Life Skills is a class at BRHS taught by
Amelia Samuels. Mrs. Samuels is a teacher from
Minnesota who has come to take Mrs. Zoromski’s
position in Home-ec and PLS this school year.
Personal Life Skills will help you know your
values, personality, and life skills. PLS will help you
know yourself more and not overwhelm yourself with
whatever life throws at you. Knowing yourself can help
a lot more than you think it will. Mrs. Samuels said, “It
is very important for students to have various life skills
for the various situations in life. Teaching PLS isn’t

Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps
by Scott Kawagley
The Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps is a
high school program that prepares students for
leadership excellence, life skills and also personal life
skills. The JROTC Program is available to 8th through
12th grade students and to the surrounding schools such
as KLA.
The program offers fun and awesome activities
such as the Cadet Challenge, JCLC, Summer Camp,
Raiders Challenge, Lock-in, and military ball. In the
JROTC Program you can earn rewards such as ribbons

easy, but hopefully it will get easier soon. I like teaching

and medals if you participate in the events as listed

PLS so far because it’s my most challenging class.”

along as you are participating in class too. When you are

After speaking with Mrs. Samuels, I spoke to a
student named Teveron Atchak. Teveron said, “PLS is
important because you need to know what you want in
life. It will help you with life.”
Another student has a different perspective of

in the program you are given uniforms such as the P.T
and the OCP’s, on Wednesdays we wear the P.Ts and
Fridays we wear the OCP’s.
We also do community service such as cooking and

PLS than Teveron and Mrs. Samuels. The a student said,

other stuff. We also do Color Guard, Drill and

“It’s pretty easy except for the personality lessons. It’s

Ceremonies on certain days or events such as graduation

just stuff you’d learn going on with life.” People have

ceremonies and the parade on 4th of July. The program

different perspectives on things and life which PLS will

currently has 56 cadets as of now and counting. The

cover in the coming weeks.

JROTC motto is “Motivate young people to become
better citizens.”

Mrs. Samuels leads the students in a review of concepts from
Personal Living Skills. Photo by Warrior Weekly Staff.

BRHS Yuraq

Acceleration Academy with ANSEP

by Shauna Nanalook

by Zack Wassilie

Yuraq is an enjoyable thing to do. What we
sometimes do in yuraq is go over songs and dances, and
we discuss what song we should perform.
Some songs we do are about berry picking, hunting,
or might even be for a loved one. Some of them are for
fun.
How I feel when we go up stage to dance is a little
bit nervous, but after getting use to it, it will get fun.
I interviewed David Nanalook, the drum leader. He
said, “Yuraq is important to help pass down tradition.
Learning new songs, songs we didn’t hear before.” He
also said “when I go up to performing I get nervous, but
after a couple songs it gets fun.”
Ms. Guinn said, “ I think that yuraq is really
important to helps students stay in touch with their
culture, to practice their culture more actively. I feel
really honored to be part of that with them, and they get
to teach me so much. It’s important because it help our
culture alive and our tradition.”
She said, “Yuraq is really fun, relaxing most of the
time. As long all the kids aren’t too hyper and get off
task too much. It just requires that were all in the same
room, and spend time together and just learn new dances
together. It’s low pressure and enjoyable. The first time I
perform that day at Camai, I was really nervous and I
just wanted us to do a good job and have fun , but I also
felt really connected to my family, and my culture.
Dancing made me feel really powerful. “ Thanks to
those two people telling me what yuraq means to them.
Also all grades are able to join yuraq!

The ANSEP students went to Acceleration
Academy in Anchorage on July 9th to get college credits
and to make new friends. The program was five weeks
and the ANSEP students just got back from Anchorage
on the August 13th.
One of the directors bought the plane tickets for
those who wanted to go to Acceleration Academy; they
stayed at the dorms. The ANSEP students wanted to
improve on their math, language, or engineering skills,
depending on the class each student had.
But not everything at the academy was about
school, there were fun activities in the afternoon and
evening. In order to go to the activities, students had to
be in the green or yellow. If you were yellow, you could
only go to one evening activity a week during the
weekdays. Weekends activities were different, students
could attend them all but if they were in the red, that
student could go on one activity during the weekend.
Anson Jimmie said he went for “college credits
and for a new experience. The math class was supposed
to be easy, but the teacher decided to make it harder, ad I
barely passed with a B.” Anson’s best memory about
ANSEP was meeting a lot of new people and making a
lot of new friends.
Austin Kirby went for “friends, Mr. Lindley, free
college credits and free food. The class was easy and
kind of hard at the same time, the class was math 152,
which is college trigonometry,” Austin said. Austin’s best
memory about ANSEP was going paintballing and
shooting his friends with paint.
Chloe Alexie went to the academy because a ypm
recommended her. A ypm is a Youth Peer Mentors that
made sure we went to class, did our homework and made
it to the dorms. “The class was mid level what I was
expecting and it was pretty fun and very educational,”
Chloe said. Chloe’s best memory about ANSEP was
when she went to the gym for the first time and play a lot
of fun games.

Students and staff participate in traditional
gathering and subsistence
by Anna Howard

Sophomore Isiah Stuart stated, “I go with my
sisters, uncles, cousins, parents and grandpa. It
strengthens our relationship and helps us get to know
each other more.
Subsistence is something very significant to

Principal Miner’s
daughter, Quinn, picks
berries in the tundra
surrounding Bethel.
Photo provided by
Mrs. Miner.

people including Ms. Butte who said, “It's important for
me to utilize our subsistence options and to get healthy
food for my family. Its special to me to fish where my
grandpa fished and to berry pick where my grandma
picked.” Erinfaye Sam, a senior, noted that it provides
food for the upcoming winter.
It’s very remarkable to be able to fish and berry
pick. It’s enjoyable and is a way to put food on the table

Over the summer, many BRHS staff and students

which is essential. Out of all the ways to spend your

partook in berry picking and fishing near and around

summer many people spent it fishing and berry picking.

Bethel. Here in Alaska most families collect and hunt

Summer may be over, but there are still many upcoming

food for themselves using cultural traditions and

opportunities for subsistence gathering!

methods. Old practices are thriving today due to the
abundant use and appreciation of them.
Though this year not a whole lot of fishing took
place, those who did go can account for their trips and
explain how much they caught. Junior High teacher, Mr.
Jung said, “I think I went fishing three times and caught
around fifty kings, reds and silvers.” He added that fish is
a good source of food and that his wife has a strong
connection to cultural gathering.
Junior Ellis Johnson brought up the few times he
and his dad went rod and reeling. One summer they went
up the Kwethluk river and caught around fifty, he said it
was really fun. Good memories are made while fishing
and berry picking. Ms. Butte said, “Once I was fishing
with my parents and their maltese jumped in the river and
my dad had to jump in and save him.” Mr. Lavalle said
he loves any day going out on the river because it's better
than any day on the couch.
Fishing and berry picking with friends and family
is an excellent way to bond. Principal Ms. Miner noted
that she went berry picking with her daughter and baked
using the berries afterwords.

BRHS Site Administrative Secretary Stephanie Butte fishes
along the Kuskokwim River over the summer. Photo
provided by Mrs. Butte.

BRHS volleyball and swim athletes begin the
2022 season
by Anna Howard

BRHS Varsity Volleyball team pictured from left to right: Katherine
Winkelman, Isabel Lieb, Caitlin Laraux, Kendal Herron, Anna Howard,
Allie Alexie, Malinda Simon, Amber Chase, Vjosa Pellumbi, and Kiley
Twito. Photo provided by Coach Wheeler.

Recently the BRHS volleyball and swim teams
began practice for the new season, preparing to travel and
compete against other schools. Both swim and volleyball
started on August 3, swim taking place in the early hours
of 6:00 am and volleyball at 6:30 pm.
Volleyball is coached by Mr. Wheeler, the school
social worker and swim is coached by Ms. Speranza, a
language arts teacher.
Both coaches think practice is going well, Coach
Speranza noted, “Our swimmers are getting stronger
everyday and the team has grown from only four
swimmers to twenty.” Coach Wheeler said, “I am curious
to see how well we will play when we play against
someone else. I’m also curious to see how other teams in
our region are doing.” Coach Speranza also said she is
confident in the swim team’s chances of making it to state.
Both have their reasons as to what they love about
the sport and coaching. Mr. Wheeler said his favorite part
of Volleyball is going to practice and watching everyone
improve. Coach Speranza said, “I love that its individual
based and focused on personal records. It’s not always
about winning or losing, it's about getting better.”
The volleyball teams first competition is this week,
August 26 in Nikiski and the team is leaving the day
before. Some teams they’re set to play against include
Homer and Kenai, Mr. Wheeler said he doesn’t know who
else they are competing against that weekend.
The swim team has quite a long time till their first
meet, it being the sixteenth and seventeenth of September
in Soldotna, but that only means they get plenty of
practice time before competing! Good luck to both teams
for the upcoming season and remember to have fun!

Junior Adeline Perry and Senior Elenor Whitney doing an
Individual Medley at swimming practice. Photo provided by Coach
Speranza.

Upward Bound is back with a new instructor
by John Brink
Mr. Reames is going the be the new instructor
for Upward Bound and will be teaching students about
Upward Bound, how they can join it and in the future
get into a good college. Upward Bound will be meeting
every Tuesday after school so people can come and ask
Mr. Reames how to join and other skill such as using 3d
printers. The old instructor was Mr. Hadley and he was
a great instructor.
Mr. Reames is already planning a trip to
Fairbanks during the school year and two lucky students
will get to go with him. Isaiah Stuart said, “I have been
in Upward Bound for a year with my friends, and I go
on college tours and use growth mindset to solve real
world problems. I also build strong relationships with
the people that I meet from new places” Upward Bound
is about building friendships, learning new things, and
getting into college, and a better job in life.
The Upward Bound Program is one big family,
and anybody can join. You have to maintain a good gpa.
I also interviewed George Gregory. He said, “ I
have been in Upward Bound for one year.” He had
heard about it from a friend and he has been able to
learn about the subject engineering and coding.

BRHS students and staff enjoy summer break
by Brandy and Jada Jones

Welcome back Warriors! We hope you had a
wonderful summer break; it’s exciting to be back at
BRHS and learning new things. We are looking forward
to a great school year.
Here are what some students said about their
summer break:
Zach Chase said, “This summer I went to
Toksook Bay because I was subsisting for my family and
I got to spend time with my family. This summer was full
of excitement and joy it was an awesome summer.”
Math teacher Kent Secop said, “This summer I
went to eight states for the very first time and I also rode
a roller coaster for the very first time at the Universal
Studios in Florida. I met a lot of Filipino friends on my
trip. After a year of being in Bethel, I was finally able to
eat Jollibee in California and Florida. I wish the summer
was longer because I really enjoyed it a lot.”
History teacher James Reames said, “This
summer went to Georgia for a visit with my family. I also
went to Oregon with friends, in Oregon I went to the
beach. This summer was good, although I wish it was a
little bit longer, I was happy to get back to Alaska
because the weather was too hot for me.”
Cameron McCarr said, “This summer I went to
Kisaralik and Red Rock. I also went to Hawaii and had a
family of four, Billy, Bobby, Jenni, and Jill. This summer
was surprisingly good.”
Faith Snow said, “This summer I worked a lot
with the LKSD program, I bought a new computer and I
have a new baby cousin. It was busy but good, exciting
but also kind of boring.”
Macey Langlie said, “This summer I went riding,
hangout with my friends and family. I also went to
Kasigluk. This summer was good.”

Ashlynn Lonewolf said, “This summer I went to
a basketball camp, hung out with Brandy at the
skatepark, I learned how to funbox with my mountain
bike. This summer fast.”
Bryce Langlie said, “This summer I hung out
with friends, went to Kasigluk for a visit. I also spent
time with my family. This summer was pretty good.”
Jackson Iverson said, “This summer I traveled a
lot and went to some athletic camps. I also went to fish
camp and down states to see family. This summer was
pretty decent, nothing crazy.”
Alishia Clark said, “This summer I went four
wheel riding. One of the days I was riding, I crashed. I
also hung out with friends. This summer was good.”
Madden Cockroft said, “This summer I went to
fish camp, tubing, and a lot of open gyms. I also went to
a basketball camp and a attended a lot of birthday
parties. This summer I was mainly with friends, it was a
good summer.”
Landon Burke said, “I went to California for a
wrestling camp and went to Minnesota to visit family. I
spent most of my time at the gym and also hung out with
friends at the skatepark. It was a pretty good summer.”
ELA Teacher Jen Mutch said, “This summer I
worked on my cabin at the lake, and did a lot of
gardening. I also went swimming. This summer was
relaxing, but hard work too.”
Sydney Lincoln said, “This summer I went to
Toksook Bay, spent a month at Toksook. I hangout with
my best friends Hayden and Brandy. I also helped my
grandma Neqliq (cut fish), and that was enjoyable. My
summer was boring but doable. I can’t wait for next
summer.”
ELA teacher Rachel Speranza said, “This
summer I traveled to Pennsylvania to meet family, and I
taught summer school. My summer was great, I didn’t
have a schedule so I was able to sleep in a little late”
Yourm Jeong said, “This summer was awesome.
I went to Universal Studios, I went to a California water
park and met some friends, I also watched “Stranger
Things” and played video games.”
Ethan Wheeler said, “This summer I went to a
wrestling camp in Anchorage, and to Utah for a
wrestling tournament, I also went to see my
grandparents. My summer break was fun.
Morgen Evans said, “This summer I went
walking and slept at my friend’s. My summer break was
okay.” *See more comments on the next page!

Sara Charlie said, “This summer I went to a few
villages and picked some berries, some other things I
did were go riding, go on bike rides, a lots of boat rides
and fish camp. Summer break was okay, I got to spend
some time with my family and friends.”
Jimmy Kaiser said, “This summer I rode my
snowmachine, went to the skate park almost on a daily
basis, went camping one time, went to Fairbanks for a
visit, and I slept at my friend’s house almost every day.
My summer break was good.”
Guy Mochin said, “This summer I went biking
with my friends, worked out, and cleaned up outside
my house. This summer was good.”
Mason Berlin said, “This summer I stayed
home, went fishing, and bird hunting. This summer
went by too fast.”
Tristan Beaver said, “This summer I worked,
went riding, hung out with my friends and worked in
the shop. It was a good summer.”
Carsyn Tyson said, “This summer I just biked
and went to the skate park, my summer break was
boring.”
William Phillips said, “This summer I helped
with our fish camp, went fishing and helped move
things to our new house. My summer break was pretty
fun.”
Gustoff Erickson said, “I went fishing and
walked the beach in Nome. My summer break was
good.”

Fishing
by Ethan A.
What a nice day to go out fishing
You are greeted by a
Beautiful orange sunrise
A cool breeze as you walk
Out getting your food, drinks
Ready in a nice clear sky
What a nice day to go out fishing
When your drifting down the
Calm and cold river you
Are greeted with a nice
And green scenery of
The tall trees, long grass
In the clear blue sky
As you pull in the net
You can feel the cool water
And a nice breeze
What a nice day to go out fishing.

